


FROM DEATH FACTORY TO CULTURAL RENAISSANCE



Security dwellings zone 
and potential for future 

investment

Ultima Frontiera hotel 
and an example of reused 

prisoniers barn

The actual prisoners camp 
zone including the coope-
rative period and it`s ad-
ditions to the site, which 
will be used as the actual 

festival area



Idea of investment logistics

RECYCLING
The materials used in the region should be second hand reu-
sed materials. New ones are expensive and the budget should 

be preserved for the high transportation costs.

PARTNERSHIP INVESTMENT
The idea of collaboration between more cultural societies, na-
tional and international level, could be also a solution and a 

way of showing reusage examples.
The structures on the site can therefore be used throughout 

the season for multiple events.

SPONSORSHIPS
This kind of financiation is widely udes in Romania, espacially 

for cultural and sports organisations.

LOCAL WORKERS
This is an opportunity to involve the locals in the scheme and 
gain them a seasonal income at least, if not throughout the 

year
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Tickets & Informations

The idea to reuse the ruined brickwalls is by placing con-
tainers inside of them that are functional in various pur-

poses, just like tickets and info kiosks.
They can be reused from ship containers that are out of 

service



The simple small 
scale spaces can be 
reutilized by reco-
vering them per-
manently. they are 
suited for instance 
for food and bever-

ages service. 

Food & Beverages



Cinema indoor
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Stage/Exhibition Barns

The 60`s structures can be reused with a 
second hand wooden roof construction, 
wchich can then be covered with lkw fo-
lie. This would be a flexible, sustainable 

and easy transportable solution.



Security dwelling renovated into hotel

This is the scenario for a future invest-
ment that does not necessarily need to 

be  made in the first investmen phase.



Tent area

In the first yaers an easy way to accomop-
date is simply by tents
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